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History

H

istorians consider the Ney to be one of the world’s oldest instruments
dating back several millennia. For example, Ancient Egyptians used
to bury dead Ney players with their instrument because they believed in
the deep effect of the instrument’s sound on the human soul. Examples of
vertical flutes from this period are first recorded on a prehistoric slate from
the ancient city of Hieraconpolis (4th millennium BC) as shown in figure
1. Some Egyptian flutes are smaller than many primitive ceremonial flutes.
Cut from a simple cane, generally a yard long, the Egyptian flute had from
two to six finger holes near the lower end. Archaeological excavations also
found one flute that included a thumb hole in the back.
The presence of the Ney in Iranian society dates as far back as the Medes
(8th - 6th century BC). The famous 15th century Persian scholar Abdolqāder

Figure 1: The simple vertical flute can be traced as far back as 3000 BC. This
slate from the ancient city of Hieraconpolis shows the player holding
the flute at an oblique angle downwards and blowing across the open
upper-end against the opposite, sharp edge.
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Maraghī in his book Maqāsid al-Alhān (“Purposes of Music”) mentions a
white Ney used by Median shepherds. Another example is the fine ivory
glasses from the Ashkānī (Parthian) dynasty (250 BCE - 224 CE) which
includes an image of a double reed flute player. The word Nada or Naī is
also seen in old Iranian texts from the Sassanid dynasty (224 - 651 CE)
written in the Pahlavī language. Images of Ney players are also seen on the
large rock relief of Tāgh-e Bostān that was made by the Sassanids.

by wood with seven holes in front and one hole on the back close to the
blowing part. Abdolqāder Maraghī wrote in his book Sharh-e Advār
(“Description of Rhythmic Cycles”) of the distinction between the white
Ney or Nāi and the black Nāi. In his analysis, both are wind instruments
with the white Ney having eight holes in front and one on the back called
“Shojā.” The black Nāi, mentioned by Marāghi as Zamr, is described by his
book to be half the length of the white Ney, but more complete and efficient.
Other wind instruments mentioned that come from the same Ney family are
Lābān (also referred to as Nāiche meaning small Ney) and Bālābān, which
are described as melancholic instruments and are currently used in Armenian
and Azeri music. In the recent century, the British ethnomusicologist, Henry
George Farmer, believes that Arabs used the word of Mezmār and Zamr
for wooden flutes, while Ghussāba was used in reference to reed flutes.

The Ney is also found in many different parts of the world and has had
a profound effect on the cultural and mythological development of those
regions. In India, this instrument was played by both shepherds in the
mountains and by classical musicians in the courts who believed that the
gods themselves played these instruments. In the Philippines and the
Hawaiian Islands, musicians play this instrument through the nose, because
it is their religious belief that the air coming from the nasal passageways
exhibits the pure path to the soul. The flute, with its characteristic quality,
still exists today all over the Islamic world. It is best known under its Persian
name Ney1, which has replaced the Arabic name Ghashaba or Ghushāba,
except in the western part of North Africa (Curt Sachs).
The Ney has also been studied and analyzed by many different scholars
over the centuries. In his book al-Mūsīqī al-Kabīr (“The Great Music”), the
Persian scholar Fārābi (9th to 10th century CE) mentions the Ney, known
in Arabic as Mezmār (plural Mazāmīr), as a wind instrument for which the
positions of the holes are based on the intervals of the Barbat (lute, considered
the standard instrument of that era). The Persian scholar, scientist, and
physician, Abu Alī ibn-e Sinā (latinized as Avicenna; 10th - 11th century
CE), also discusses in his book, Kitāb al-Shafā (“The Book of Healing”),
the therapeutic properties of music as well as the structure of music. In this
treatise, he has also referred to the Ney as a wind instrument known as
Mezmār. Another scholar, Hassan Kāshānī describes in his book, Kanz
al-Tohaf (“The Treasure-Troves”), that the Mezmār is a black wooden
instrument, made of two pieces: One made by the reed and the other made
1. In Arab countries, the reed is called Ghazbah. In Turkey, it is referred
to as Ghamish, but the actual instrument as a whole in both countries
is referred to as Ney or Nāy, which is the same term used for the Iranian
instrument.
2

The Ney has also spread out to the edges of the Muslim world as far as
Spain and Madagascar. Curt Sachs studied the evolution of the Ney into
various regions of ther world. In Algeria, he identified the flute called Ghasba
or Ghussāba (“reed” or “pipe” in Arabic) as having a length of 60 - 70
centimeters and five to six holes. He also identified another instrument
called Shabbāba (meaning “young” in Arabic) and several similar instruments
in Madagascar where it is called Sobaba and in Spain with the article of
“as” in Spanish is called Axabeba and later “Ajabeba.”
As mentioned earlier, the word Nāi in Persian was used to refer to the
wooden flute in the pre-Islamic period of Iranian history Nāi and Ney are
synonyms in classical poetry, while the latter is used in colloquial Persian
today in reference to the actual instrument. While the wooden flute is still
in existence in most of the Islamic world today, it does not exist in Iran.
In Persian, the word Ney refers both to the wind instrument and a type
of reed called Arundo donax, or known colloquially as “Giant Cane” (figure
2). This plant is one of many different kinds of reed and bamboo, that are
used to make wind instruments around the world. Despite the multicultural
and multinational characteristics of the Ney, in this article I shall focus on
the Iranian Ney and its properties and characteristics, as well as the impact
it has had on the cultural and historical foundation of Iranian music.
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Much of what we know about the Ney and Iranian music from this
period comes from fragments of text and reliefs that have been recovered at
various archaeological sites. Unfortunately, due to the various invasions in
Iran’s history by the Greeks, Arabs, and Mongolians, much of the pre-Islamic
documentation of Iranian culture and music has been destroyed. All our
evidence from this era comes directly from the various archaeological artifacts
that have been discovered.
In the Islamic era, the Ney is found to have been associated with many
different aspects of society and culture. It was an instrument used by shepherds
and was found in many rural areas of the country. The Ney is also found

in the royal courts of governors, emīrs and kings either as a solo instrument
or accompanied by a group of musicians. It is also found in popular
celebrations and in the vast royal gardens of the kings, but above all, it is
found in the mystical branch of Islam, known as Sufism. The Ney is found
in many Sufī rituals, such as the Samā 2 where it is accompanied by a large
Persian frame drum called the daf. It is also the main theme in the first few
verses of the Masnavī Ma’anavī, a 25685 verse compilation of Sufī poetry
written by the world renowned Persian poet, Mowlānā Jalāloddin Mohammad
Balkhi (also known to the Western world as Rumī, 13th CE):

Beshno īn Ney chon shekāyat mīkonad
Listen to this reed as it is grieving;

Az jodāī-hā hekāyat mīkonad
it tells the story of our separations,

Az Neystān tā marā bobrīdeand
‘Since I was severed from the bed of reeds,

Dar nafīram mard-o zan nālīdeand
in my cry men and women have lamented.

Sīneh khāham sharhe sharhe az ferāgh
I need the breast that’s torn to shreds by parting,

Tā beguyam sharh-e dard-e eshtīāgh
to give expression to the pain of heartache.
(Translation by Alan Williams)

Figure 2: Arundo donax, commonly known as “Giant Cane,” is a type of cane
that is common in the Middle East and has been used to form the
reeds of several instruments, such as the clarinet and saxophone.
It also forms the base for most reed flutes, such as the Persian Ney.
4

2. Samā is a form of ceremonial dancing in Sufism that involves either
individual or group singing/reciting of Sufi mystic poetry (such as
that of Rumī) and prayers while dancing in an intricate form that is
based on spiritual metaphors and meanings.
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Here the Ney is used as a metaphor to describe the separation of a
person from his roots and the actual instrument itself is a reed that is
separated from its roots and crafted into an instrument. These three
lines written by Rumī show the importance that the Ney has had
both in the literature and also in the mystical philosophy that is known
as Sufism.
By the 14th Century, the importance of the Ney became evident
with the instrument appearing in many miniatures showing the royal
courts. For example, figures 3 and 4 are Persian miniatures dating
back to 1396 showing two Ney players with three dāyereh (small
Persian frame drum) players performing at an official royal ceremony.
Scenes such as this are shown in many miniatures (figures 5, 6, and
7) and are even found painted on the walls of the palaces of various
Shāhs (the Persian equivalent of Kings).
By the 16th Century, the political and religious infrastructure of
Iran had changed. In 1501, Shāh Ismāil I of the Shiite Safavid dynasty
was crowned in the northwestern city of Tabrīz. Under his leadership,
the Sunnī-dominated Iran was converted to Shiite Islam, ending the
fragmentation of the country that had lasted for several centuries. The
political structure of the Safavids placed the Shā h as the Pīr (Sufi
Master) and gave him absolute power on both the religious and social
conduct of the time (Manūchehr Pārsādoost). Because of this, Iranian
music went through a turbulent time where it was decreed as heresy
for any Muslim to play an instrument, with the exemption of the Ney
and vocals. The reason for the exemption of the Ney was because it
was not considered a musical instrument. The logic behind this was
coming from the sound of Ney, which is very close to the human voice
and also was melancholic in sound.
Because of the ban on music in this era, most miniatures and
paintings from the Safavid dynasty depict the Ney being used in the
royal courts in the presence of governors, counsellors, and the Shāh.
Other instruments are shown amongst the Ney players during festivities,
but it should be noted that the musicians who performed these
instruments were not adherents of Islam and were thus not under the
same constraints.
6
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Figure 3: A miniature from 1396 (Timurids style), Baghdād by Junayd Naqqāsh
al-Sultāni, Khamseh Khādjū Kermāni, British Museum.
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Figure 4: Detail of the figure 3 showing two short black flute players and three
dāyereh (small frame drum) players.
Figure 5: Shāhnāmeh (Book of Kings) of Ferdowsi Tousi, attributed to
Ghāssem, son of Ali, 16th Century. The Metropolitan Museum of
Arts, New York.

8
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Figure 6: Two flute players, two dāyereh (frame drum) players and one oud
(lute) player in an official ceremony. The musician in the front (black
robe) is using a technique similar to that of the Turkish and Arabian
technique, which involves placing the mouthpiece on the side of the
players lips. The other musician (blue robe) is using a technique
similar to that of the Chinese and Japanese technique, where the
mouthpiece is placed under the lips.

Detail 1 of
the figure 5

10

Figure 7: All three flutes in this miniature look similar and have a mouthpiece
with a wooden main tube like Mizmār as is explained in the books
of Abdolghader Marāghi from 15th Century.

Detail 2 of
the figure 5
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Miniatures of this era refer to various literary masterpieces, such as the
Shāhnāmeh (“Book of Kings” by Ferdowsī, 10th Century) and the Khamseh-e
Nezāmī (“Five Books” by Nezāmī, 13th Century). Because these literary
masterpieces are set in pre-Islamic Iran, the miniaturists incorporated
traditional instruments of that time even though the performance of those
instruments by Muslims was prohibited by the Safavid dynasty.
It is therefore not surprising that many of the best Ney players and
vocalists in post-Safavid Iran come from Isfahan, as these were the only two
music forms not affected by the Safavid ban on music and Isfahan was the
political and cultural capital of the Safavid Empire before its fatal fall to the
Afghāns in 1722. Several famous vocalists include: Abdolhossein Sadr
(Sadr ol-Mahāddessīn), Mirzā Habīb Isfahānī, Seyed Rahīm, Seyed Hossein
Tāherzādeh, Jalā l Tāj, and Ismāīl Adīb. Several famous Ney players include:
Suleymān Isfahāni, Ibrāhīm Āghābāshī, and Nāyeb Assadollāh, Mehdī
Navāī, Abdolkhālegh Isfahāni, Hossein Yāvarī, and Hassan Kassāī.

Most current Ney players can trace their musical genealogy back to
Nāyeb Assadollāh (1852 -1925). He once said: “I brought the Ney from the
sheep stable to the court of the king,” in reference to the elevated status and
significance of this instrument in classical Persian music. The oldest recording
of the Persian Ney is that of Nāyeb Assadollāh dating back to 1899 on a
wax cylinder. Due to the recording time limitations of that era, only a few
short pieces were recorded (Sāsān Sepantā). Nāyeb Assadollāh had two
famous students: Abdolkhālegh Isfahāni and Mehdi Navāī (1879 - 1947)The latter trained two other musicians by the names of Hossein Yāvarī (1906
- 1979), and the man known as the Master of the Ney, Hassan Kassāī (1928
- 2012). In the late 1940s, Hassan Kassāī, a young Ney player from Isfahān
in his early 20s, showed great mastery of the instrument and made it available
to the public through many performances on the radio. Kassāie’s autodidactic
skills made him the leading authority of the new generation of Ney players.
He trained several students, of which the most well-known and accomplished
of whom are: Hassan Nāhīd (1944 - )- Hossein Omoumī (1944 - ), and
Mohammad Musavī (1946 - ).

Figure 8: Nāyeb Assadollāh (1852 - 1925) in the center, seated.
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Figure 9: Mehdī Navaī (1879 - 1947)
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Today, the Ney is taught at many conservatories as well as the School of
the Fine Arts at Tehran University, as one of the principal instruments of
classical Persian music. Despite its eloquence in pitch and sound, it is a
difficult instrument to master due to its structure and nature, with the result
that there are currently very few soloists and ensemble players in Iran.

Structure of the Persian Ney

I

n this section, I describe the makings and structure of the traditional
Persian Ney known as Ney-ye haft-band (lit: seven nodes Ney). I will also
provide an in-depth discussion of the design and structure of the Ney’s
various components, as well as the importance of each component.

2.1 Structure of a Persian Ney-ye Haft Band (Seven nods Ney)

Figure 10:

Written Text on Right: Shahrīvar (August-September) 1959 in the
garden of (Hossein) Yāvarī (1906 - 1979) (holding the Ney)

The Ney is usually performed as
a solo instrument with tombak
(Persian goblet drum) accompaniment
instrument for the rhythmic pieces.
Performances with vocalists are also
common for Ney players and are very
much part of the tradition. The Ney
can also be performed in groups,
usually with a tar (lute), a tombak,
and a vocalist. Recently, many
contemporary Iranian composers
have given the Ney a prominent role
in their orchestral works as it provides
the authenticity of a traditional, Figure 11: Hassan Kassāie (1928 - 2012)
classical Iranian piece.
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In the classical musical traditions of Iran, only the reed flute, known as
Haft Band, is called Ney. According to the comprehensive dictionary of the
Persian Language by Ali Akbar Dehkhodā, the most complete Ney is the
Ney-ye Haft Band (Dehkhodā). The Persian dictionary by Moein provides
a more detailed description by defining the word Band in reference to the
number of nodes, while Ney players, such as Hassan Kassāie defines the
word Band as the number of intervals between the nodes (Moein).

1-‐	
  BAND	
  

2-‐	
  BAND	
  

Figure 12: Band has two definitions. Some people believe that the Band is a node
and others believe that the Band is the segment between two nodes.
15
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In reality, the number of whole Bands are five with Second Band cut
short (one at either end of the instrument). Despite this definition, the Ney
is still referred to as having seven nodes as the number “seven” in Iranian
culture (poetry, architecture, painting, ...) is considered to have a mystic
value and hence regarded as a sacred number. Therefore, for the Ney to be
related to the number “seven” gives it a mystical significance. The same
rationalization goes for the number “five.”
Because of the non-controllable natural form and dimensions of the plant,
only one reed out of every hundred will be right for making an Iranian Ney.
The reeds are typically found in the hot and dry regions near the Iranian
desert, near cities such as Kāshān and Natanz. This plant can be found in
other regions of Iran, but because of the special climate and its silica soil,
the Neys from this region are preferred. The usable part of the reed can be
normally found four to five meters above the root of the plant, which normally
grows up to around six meters in height. The best time to cut the reed is at
the end of the winter when the plant is dry (to have a fully dried reed it is
better to leave the reed in a dry place for two to three years).

• Some people decorate the Ney by burning or carving patterns, pictures
or poems on the instrument.

2.2 Making a Ney
These are the steps to make the Ney from a reed:
• Choose a template to copy.
• Find the best part of the reed where the intervals between the joints
correspond to the segments and the diameter of your template and cut
the reed at least one segment longer from each end of the selected piece.
• Most reeds are not straight. To straighten the reed it must first be oiled
using any cooking oil and then heated using a flame while applying a
gentle pressure. Oiling the reed stops it from burning.
• Open the segments in the joints with a round wood file around 8mm
in diameter.
• Using a heated iron rod (today some instrument makers use electric drill)
pierce five holes on the front side and one hole on the back of the instrument
according to your template.
• Place the mouthpiece and the metallic tube to protect the ends of the instrument.
• Some people wrap the joints with thin goatskin, sometimes painted in
red as a traditional ornament.
16

Despite the steps mentioned above
not all Neys are made in exactly the
same way. This is due to both the
nature of the reed and the technique
adopted by the Ney maker. For
example, the first 20th century Ney
makers in Isfahan were Nāyeb Hossein
Khān and his son, Nāyeb Ali Khān.
Both were producing several hundred
Neys per year, but because they lacked
the skill to play the instruments, their
designs typically were flawed and
finding an acceptable Ney was rare.
The accuracy of the template, the
quality of the reed as well as the
processes adopted when making an
instrument are all crucial in the sound
quality of the Ney. This has led to the
recent trend that master Ney players
have started making their own Neys
during the past few years, as they
can gauge the quality of their work
better than a Ney maker without any
musical skills.

Figure 13: Ney made by Nāyeb Ali Khān. The first hole (from the bottom) is
modified to have a correct pitch while other holes’ positions appear to
be close to those of the present day Neys.
17
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2.3 Mouth Piece
The most important part of a Ney is its mouth piece or Sarī in Persian.
Also important are the form, section, and dimensions of the first segment
of the Ney itself. some Ney players use a thin brass or gold cylinder for the
mouthpiece, and more recently, some people use a thin plastic film. I use
the buffalo horn because it is a natural material with a comfortable contact
with the teeth and a warm and agreeable sound.

2.4 Dimensions and Measurements, Pitch and Register

Figure 14: Ney made by Nāyeb Hossein Khān, the father of Nāyeb Ali Khān.
The holes are not in the exact positions as that of present day Neys.
left: The writing below the mouthpiece translated to English is: Made
by (work of) Nāyeb Hossein Khān Ney player from Isfahan home (address)
Shāhpour Street.

Figure 15: Left: My Ney’s mout piece made out of animal horn, right: mouth
piece in brass

18

Each piece of reed is different in thickness, length, and shape; therefore,
every Ney is unique and produces a different sound in frequency and timbre.
Thus, finding the exact dimensions that we are looking for is extremely
difficult, especially since we don’t have access to the inside of the reed to
measure it. A very important point about the Persian Ney playing style is
that the sound of the instrument is produced via the Ney player’s mouth,
in other words the Ney player’s mouth acts as the sound box for the instrument.
Therefore the volume of air in the player’s mouth is added to the volume of
the air in the Ney and as such the same Ney could sound different when
played by two Ney players depending on the inner structure of their mouths
(soundbox).
The Seven Dastgāhs and five Āvāzs (twelve main modal / sub-modal systems
of classical Persian music) can be normally played in two different pitches
with a Ney. When the lower level and beginning of each system is played
in the first or second register (the octave of the first register) it is called
chapkuk and when it is played on the third register, which is the fifth above
the second register, it is called rāstkuk. To transpose to another pitch, the
Ney player chooses one of his many instruments of various sizes (normally
12 or 13 Neys, the lowest notes3 of each refers to a tone of a chromatic full
scale normally started from Fa3 and goes up to Mi4 or Fa4). The Ney is
classified by its lower note, for example, Ney-ye Fā-kuk has its lower note
very close to the note Fa. The first register is called Bam, the second Zīr4,
the third Ghīs, and the fourth and last sound is called Pas-ghis.

19
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n this section, I discuss the technique to play the Ney. I also discuss the
specific Isfahānī style used by most Ney players.

3.1 Playing Technique
There are two different techniques for playing the Ney. The first consists
of placing the Ney outside the mouth on the lips, which is common in most
countries like Turkey and the Arab world and among the shepherds and
folkloric music players in Iran, or under the lips, like in Japan, China, and
most of the Far East countries.
The second technique corresponds to a performance style in classical
Persian music, which uses the teeth and tongue. According to Persian
miniatures by Mirzā Ali, a painter of the 16th century CE, this technique
may very well go back to the Safavid Dynasty, when Isfahān was Persia’s
capital. In some documents, this technique is credited to Nāyeb Assadollāh,
perhaps because he was the first Ney player to have been recorded. A similar
technique can be found in Turkmen and eastern European folk music.
3. Some people call the Ney after the first note of the third register,

which also corresponds to the fifth of the second register. They
call a standard Ney “Sol-Kuk” which starts with a Do instead
of calling it “Do-Kuk”.
4. Zīr, is normally a sound an octave higher than bam. Some people
call the second register Owj but Owj in classical Persian music is a
name of a gusheh, which normally comes after a main gusheh and has
a not-e shāhed (central note) 4th or 5th degree higher than the not-e
shāhed of the main gusheh.
21
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to the chin (figure 18), after first anchoring the upper opening of the
instrument in the tiny space between the upper incisive. Sound is produced
when a stream of air is directed by the tongue toward the opening of the
instrument. In this way, sound is produced behind the upper teeth, inside
the mouth. This is why this technique produces a sound so different from
the technique with the Ney placed on the lips, outside the mouth.
Using this technique, a Ney player has far more control over the pitch
of the instrument throughout its range with the same fingering when
compared to similar instruments played using different techniques. The
player can also produce a different timbre simply by changing the volume
and form of the mouth cavity or the position of the tongue.

Figure 16: The instrument is black and not made from reed but the position of
Detail of the the body, head and the Ney in the hands of the musician is very
figure 17
similar to the present day Ney playing technique in Iran. He appears
to be producing the sound in the mouth using the teeth similar to
the Turkmen and Persian technique. The details of his face show that
the artist has probably painted a real musician and real technique of
that time, rather than an imaginary version as in other miniatures.

3.2 The Isfahān Technique
The sound of the Ney is usually produced behind the upper teeth at the
upper opening of the instrument, whose inside walls have been carefully
shaped and sharpened. Ney players usually cover this part of the instrument
with their mouth piece made by brass or plastic in order to protect it from
overuse. I use protective mouth pieces made of horn, which produce a warmer
sound and feels better against the teeth.
The performance technique of a Ney placed between the upper teeth
consists of placing the instrument in the mouth at a 20 to 30 degree angle
22

Figure 17: Persian miniature attributed to Mirzā Ali (~1540, Chester Beatty
Library. Pers. 236, Fo. 59 b - Boostan of Sadi). The difference between
this painting and the previous ones is that the flute (Ney) player is
a solo performer in front of other musicians, his position and the size
of his body shows him as an important element of the ensemble
(based on the perspective rules of Persian miniatures).
23
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The Shesh Dāng (Six Tetrachordal) Ney

T

he range of Persian Ney is six tetrachords (Dāng in Persian), which are
played through the course of four registers. The four registers in a
standard Ney (called dīāpason) are shown in the diagram below.

Figure 18: Turkmen Ney player. The instrument is made of reed, the mouthpiece
is made of brass, and the technique of producing the sound is similar
to the Isfahan technique.

Figure 20: The first register with a range of six notes is called bam. The second
register, zīr, contains again six notes in the next octave, with the same
fingering as the first register. The third register, ghīs, is a fifth higher
than the second register. The fourth register, pas-ghīs, is a fourth
higher than the third register.

By modifying the air pressure and position of the lips and tongue, all
notes on the Ney can be sharpened or flattened by somewhat more than a
semitone. The lowest note, Si and its octave, which is between the first and
second register, is introduced by reducing the Do and the Sib between the
first and second register by raising the La in the first register as shown in
the diagram below.
Figure 19: Positioning of the mouthpiece in between the teeth and the process
of producing a sound
24
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Figure 21: Diagram showing the changes in the interval by modifying the air
pressure and position of the lips and tongue to transpose the intervals
in the Ney by more than a semitone.

Thus, it is feasible to create the Si in the first and second register by
adjusting the first scale degree down, and to create a flatted seventh degree
in the first register by raising the sixth. However, it is not possible to hold
such a note. As of yet, I haven’t heard any Persian Ney player using the
traditional Ney playing in the first and second registers the half-flat “Si”
because it is 3/4 of a tone away from the neighboring notes “Do” and “La”.
This limitation is not as important when playing improvisatory music.
However, when playing compositions that make systematic use of the seventh
scale degree, the player must distort the melodic line in order to play the
piece by breaking the original melodic pattern and making a new pattern
combining bam and ghīs or zīr and ghīs to be able to play the, Sip or Sib5.
I must mention here that this limitation has separated the first six notes
in the first register of the Persian Ney from the higher register and has created
5. In the Ney of the Arabic countries and Turkey, the placement of the
hole for the 6th scale degree, “La”, is higher, such that its pitch is
closer to a flat seventh degree (“Si” flat). By covering half the hole
they create the note “La”. By over blowing the same note enough to
raise it they reach the half-flat and natural seventh scale degrees (“Si”
half-flat and “Si” natural). This way, they create the interval between
the first and second registers. However, the lowest note, the first scale
degree, “Do,” is natural and, by under blowing it a semitone, it sounds
like “Si” natural. Bearing in mind the differences in structure that
exist between the music of Iran, Arabic and Turkish music, this
solution is not feasible for performing the tahrīr (highly melismatic
ornamentation) and quick leaps found in Persian music.
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a timbre in the bam range that distinguishes the Persian Ney from all the
other instruments in its family. Now, with the connection of the first register
to the second, a player maintaining this timbre creates the possibility of
expanding that sound into the upper registers.
In the album of works by Ostad Abolhasan Saba, the selected compositions
by Maestro Sabā are performed with the use of the shesh dāng Ney with the
expanded full range of six tetrachords of (perfect fourths). By lengthening the
Ney at the bottom, one can add a hole below the six holes of the traditional
Ney. Then, by modifying the lower hand position to utilize the traditionally
unused little finger, one can cover the hole and obtain the missing note
(figure 21).
In longer Neys, the hole is covered with the help of the key (figure 22).
As seen in figure 22, I have placed two overlapping metal tubes at the end
of the Ney. By rotating the outer tube over the inner tube and closing the
added holes in three positions, one can change the pitch of the added seventh
to the natural, half flat, or fully flat note. These tones can now be played
perfectly, independent of other notes.
This development in the Persian Ney has allowed a complete and
comfortable access to all modal and sub-modal systems. Prior to the
introduction of the extra key, Ney players would increase the air pressure
to access the full register in order to complete a whole modal or sub- modal
system. This development enables a smooth changeover across all the registers
of the Ney, improving the performer’s flexibility and playing technique6.
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6. Although a full explanation of modal and sub-modal system would
go beyond the scope of this article, we provide a short description of
this terminology. Iranian classical music is based on a set repertoire
called radīf that is a collection of musical melodies that are of folkloric
origins and are based on a poetic meter that is called gusheh. A
collection of gusheh forms a sub-modal system called āvāz or a modal
system called dastgāh.

The Shesh Dâng (Six Tetrachords) Ney

The Persian Ney

Figure 24: A description of the accessible registers based on the shesh dāng Ney.

is designed to sound half flat (Koron in Persian). This means that in a standard
Ney, when it is blown regularly, “Mi” in the first, second, and the fourth
registers and “Si” in the third register sound half flat. By changing air pressure
and position of the lips and tongue, the player then raises the pitch to
“Mi”/“Si” natural, or covers part of the hole to play “Mi”/“Si” flat as necessary.

Figure 22: Positioning of the fingers on the Ney to obtain the missing note.

Figure 23: Left: Si Natural, center: Si 1/2 Flat, right: Si Flat

Thus, the range of the Ney reaches a full six tetrachords, each a perfect
fourth equalling 500 cents. This design also makes it possible to play perfectly
on the Ney pieces which were composed for other instruments. The diagram
below in figure 23 illustrates how this design expands the Ney’s range to
complete six tetrachords:
In the Persian Ney, the hole that makes the third scale degree in the first,
second, and fourth registers and the seventh scale degree in the third register
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Figure 25: Table of the holes, fingering and the notes of a standard pitch (Do kuk)
of a Persian Ney and extra notes in a Ney-ye shesh dāng. A-The extra
notes added to the traditional Ney. B-Fingering changes when Fa is
natural: (1) Each hole can be half or partially closed to have a lower
pitch; (2) 1st. hand can be the right or the left hand. On some
traditional Neys the two holes of F# and A are positioned a quarter
tone lower.
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